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A Morphometric Model of Lung Mechanics for Time-Domain Analysis
of Alveolar Pressures during Mechanical Ventilation
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Abstract—In this study we propose, and implement in the tim
domain, an anatomically consistent model of the respirat
system in critical care conditions that allows us to evaluate
impact of different ventilator strategies as well as of constr
tive pathologies on the time course of acinar pressures
flows. We discuss the simplifications of the original Horsfie
structure~Horsfield, K., et al. Models of the human bronchia
tree. J. Appl. Physiol. 31:207–217, 1971!, which were needed
to enable the model implementation. The model has a bin
tree structure including large airways represented as a co
nation of wall compliance and laminar resistance, small
ways that have the same arrangement but can be hete
neously constricted, and alveolar compartments that
viscoelastic second-order models to represent the stress a
tation behavior of lung tissue. We have described patie
ventilator interactions modeling the ventilator and the endo
cheal tube. In conclusion this model makes it possible
investigate realistically the effect of homogeneous versus
erogeneous constrictive pathologies and the impact of diffe
ventilatory patterns on pressure and flow distribution at
acinar level in the mechanically ventilated patient. ©2002
Biomedical Engineering Society.@DOI: 10.1114/1.1475344#

Keywords—Lung mechanics, Artificial ventilation, Airways
Simulation model.

INTRODUCTION

Simulation models have been extensively used
breathing mechanics5,10,11,14,24and have favored the de
velopment of both new techniques for the assessmen
respiratory mechanics at the bedside of the ventila
patient1,15,25 as well as guidelines for optimizing ventila
tory support.6,19

The most comprehensive and detailed models
breathing mechanics are those of Horsfield a
co-workers,12,13 which rely on morphometric measure
These models have often been employed to explain v
ous facets of constrictive diseases.7,8,17,18,28 All these
studies have been performed in the frequency dom
~FD! to reduce the computational burden of simulatio
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However, FD analysis has a number of shortcomin
when simulating the respiratory system during artific
ventilation. First, the input impedance of all the respir
tory mechanics models has a pole at zero frequency
prevents the evaluation of the mean pressure va
Therefore, using the FD approach; it is virtually impo
sible to correctly predict both peak and baseline press
throughout airway and tissue structures. These quant
are important clinical indexes for the management
mechanically ventilated patients.23 Second, FD analysis
assumes that the system is in steady state, while
patient–ventilator coupling is a time-variant system.
fact, during inspiration the ventilator provides~at least to
a certain amount! the pressure to inflate the patient
respiratory system. During passive expiration through
ventilator, the opposing pressure is augmented by
expiratory circuit, and therefore the switch from inspir
tion to expiration introduces a transient, time-variant
sponse in the patient–ventilator system. Finally, since
resistance and compliance of the respiratory system
known to be volume and flow dependent,20,22,26

FD analysis of such a large nonlinear system would
generally more demanding than a time-domain~TD!
solution.

This scenario calls for a time-domain implementati
of an anatomically consistent model of the respirato
system in critical care conditions which would allow th
evaluation of different ventilator strategies as well
various bronchoconstriction levels on alveolar, or mo
correctly, on acinar pressures and flows. By starting fr
a FD implementation of the Horsfield structure,7 we have
developed a new TD simulation model of respirato
mechanics in ventilator-dependent patients. Some sim
fications were needed in order to enable the numer
solution of the model, since a TD analysis of the co
plete Horsfield structure would require the solution
more than 603106 differential equations. We propose
reasonable computational simplification that preser
anatomical fidelity. To do so we have taken advantage
the finite bandwidth of the waveforms used to ventila
the patients,16 which excites the respiratory system ov
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538 NUCCI et al.
a limited frequency range~<2 Hz!, allowing for a re-
duction in the number of equations representing e
airway. Moreover, we reduced the number of analyz
airways by modeling explicitely the conducting airway
while the pulmonary acini were lumped into equivale
airways leading to equivalent alveoli.

FREQUENCY DOMAIN MODEL

The model is a modification of a recently publishe7

FD implementation of the asymmetric branching airw
network of Horsfieldet al.12 The airway tree is classified
by a dichotomously dividing system: each order has
specific length, diameter, and recursion indexD. For or-
der k, Dk identifies the order of the two descendin
daughters at each bifurcation. Additional morphomet
data include the thickness and amount of cartilagin
relative to soft tissue (cak) of the airway wall.9

By modeling each airway as a rigid tube, it is possib
to model a single segment of the Horsfield airway tr
with a lumped parameter description2 with further sim-
plifications assuming low frequencies~,10 Hz!
excitation.28 The mechanics of the airway wall can b
modeled with tissue with tissue resistance–inertanc
compliance in parallel with gas compressio
compliance.27 Hence, each segment of the airway tr
can be represented with the acoustic transmission lin
Fig. 1~A!.

The terminal airways lead to a tissue element cons
ing of a shunt gas compression compliance for
alveolus and a viscoelastic tissue model@Fig. 1~B!#
to account for the stress adaptation of the lu
parenchyma. Each alveolus has an impedance tha
equivalent to the total pulmonary impedance divid
by the number of alveoli. The following paramet
values, for the normal lung, were used in t

FIGURE 1. Panel „A…: the acoustic transmission line for mod-
eling the airway segment of order k. Panel „B…: model of an
alveolar–tissue unit. Panel „C…: equivalent acinar structure
composed of an equivalent resistance and a shunt compli-
ance connected to an equivalent tissue model.
f

s

simulations.3 Rt50.4 cm H2O s/l, Ct50.122 l/cm H2O,
Rs53.4 cm H2O s/l, Cs50.3125 l/cm H2O, where Rt is
the viscous component of lung tissue resistance,Ct the
static compliance, andRs , Cs the Maxwell body ac-
counting for the viscoelastic behavior of the lung.

The equivalent input impedance of the model can
computed in the FD by recursively calculating the im
pedance of each airway and by combining the imp
ances in the appropriate serial and parallel association9,18

Heterogeneous airway constriction can be modeled b
Gaussian distribution.18,28 Thus, the constricted radiu
(r c) is obtained from the baseline one~r! according to

r k
c5r k~12m/100!~11nCV/100!, ~1!

wherek is airway order,n is a random number sample
from a normal distribution~with mean 0 and variance 1!,
m (0<m,100) is the percent constriction level, and C
(0<CV,100) is the percent coefficient of variation.

TIME-DOMAIN MODEL

The time-domain implementation of the Horsfie
model was encoded using the circuit simulation softw
SPICE.29 Moving from FD to TD analysis is, in principle
simple. However, while in the frequency domain th
model equations can be simplified by algebraic mani
lation, a TD solution cannot resort to symbolic calculu
So, with the Horsfield model, one has to face the so
tion of about 603106 differential equations, seven fo
each airway segment@Fig. 1~A!# and four for each al-
veolar compartment@Fig. 1~B!#, which constitutes a pro-
hibitive computational burden. Consequently, there is
need to find a trade off solution which, while maintai
ing an anatomically detailed structure, allows us to arr
at a workable model. The overall strategy aimed at s
plifying the model structure implemented in the FD b
Gillis and Lutchen.7 To do so we took advantage of th
limited bandwidth of the signals commonly adopted
the intensive care unit~ICU! to ventilate the patients tha
display 98% of their spectral energy in the 0–2 H
range.16 This justifies a first simplification of the airwa
and of the alveoli structures, by only including in th
analysis the influence of airway inertance for the larg
airways ~. of order 29!. In addition, in the low-
frequency range, airway wall resistance and inertance
assumed to be negligible.21 Thus, in principal, airway gas
compressibility and wall compliance can be lumped
gether into a single parallel compliance. The number
components in the model can also be reduced by lum
ing the twoRk/2 resistance of Fig. 1~A! into a singleRk

resistance shunted by the parallel gas–wall complian
Hence, the tissue elements can also be simplified
considering the airway and the alveolar shunt gas co
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FIGURE 2. Absolute value of the percentage difference between the input impedance of the Horsfield model and that of the
simplified one. Different mean constriction „m… and heterogeneity „CV… levels are shown. Increasing levels of heterogeneity are
displayed, from left to right, from homogeneous „CVÄ0%… to highly heterogeneous „CVÄ40%…. For each panel four mean
constriction levels are shown: mÄ0% „solid …, 20% „dotted …, 40% „dashed …, and 60% „dash dot ….
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pression compliance in parallel. All these simplificatio
have little effects on the input impedance spectrum ou
2 Hz. In fact, Fig. 2 shows the absolute value of t
difference ~in percent! between the input impedance o
the Horsfield structure (ZI) and the simplified one (ZI

s)
for different airway constriction (0<m<60) and hetero-
geneity (0<CV<40), calculated as

Difference5
100uZI ~ f !2ZI

s ~ f !u
uZI ~ f !u

, ~2!

where f is frequency (0< f <2 Hz). However, albeit the
number of differential equations is now reduced
>133106, the model dimension is still excessive by
large amount for a TD solution.

The next step was the simplification of the termin
structure of the airway tree~where the number of ele
ments rises exponentially!. To do so we decided to ex
plicitly model the conducting airways~from order 35 to
order 8! and to lump the impedance of the acinar airwa
~order 7–1! into a single equivalent terminal bronchio
composed by a resistance and a shunt compliance.
equivalent airway is connected to an equivalent alveo
representing the load of 64 parallel alveolar–tissue e
ments@see Fig. 1~C!#. To calculate the acinar paramete
and allow for constriction in the terminal Horsfield stru
ture we have exploited the equations characterizing
acoustic transmission line under order 7:
e

Rk5
8h l k

pr k
4 , ~3!

Ck
g5

p l kr k
2

P0
, ~4!

Ck
w5

2p l kr k
3

Yhk
, ~5!

hk5Ar k
21

WAk

p
2r k , ~6!

where k is the airway order;Rk , Ck
g , and Ck

w are the
airway resistance, gas compressibility compliance, a
airway wall compliance, respectively; WAk is the wall
area; andhk is the thickness of the airway wall.l k andr k

are the length and radius of the airway segment,h is the
air viscosity,r is the gas density,P0 is the fixed pres-
sure, andY is the Young modulus associated with so
tissue.

Dealing with the equivalent acinar airway one c
omit the subscriptk. If m is the homogeneous constric
tion level applied to the airway, we then have a chan
in the airway radius, which becomes (12m/100)r . In
order to find an equivalent resistance and compliance
the acinar airways we have calculated the spectrum
the subnetwork from order 7 to alveoli for various h
mogeneous constriction levels~0%–60%!. These data
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FIGURE 3. Equivalent resistance „left … and compliance „right … as a function of homogeneous constriction. Open circles are the
equivalents calculated with the complete structure, solid lines are the least-squares fit obtained from Eqs. „7… and „8….
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were fitted to the frequency response of the circuit
Fig. 1~C!. In this way we obtained the values of th
equivalents~open circles in Fig. 3! for different m levels.

Letting x5(1002m), and collecting all the constant
and parameters not dependent on constriction, one h

Req5
8h l

pr 4x4 5
a1A1

x4 . ~7!

Remembering that for the simplified airwayCk
g and Ck

w

are parallel compliances, by substituting Eq.~6! in Eq.
~5! one has

Ceq5Cg1Cw5
p lr 2x2

P0
1

2•p• l •r 3
•x3

YSAr 2
•x21

WA

p
2r D

5a2A2x21
a3A2x3

Ax21A32x
, ~8!

wherea1 , a2 , anda3 are constants andA1 , A2 , andA3

are parameters to be estimated by fitting Eqs.~7! and ~8!
to the data of Fig. 3:

A15
l

r 4 , ~9!

A25 lr 2, ~10!

A35
WA

r 2 . ~11!

Equations~7! and ~8! provided an excellent nonlinea
least-squares fit~solid lines in Fig. 3! to the calculated
equivalent resistance and compliance and, in addit
from the parameter estimates values one can de
length, diameter, and wall area of the equivalent aci
airway ~which can thus be bronchoconstricted to a ra
domly selected level!. In this way one loses information
,

regarding the flow and pressure distribution in the res
ratory airways but still obtains a reasonable approxim
tion to the mechanical behavior of the equivalent acin
resistance and compliance under different conditions
bronchoconstriction~Fig. 3!.

The above simplification assumes that the alveo
ducts of an individual acinus all undergo the same deg
of bronchoconstriction. Thus, the TD implementation
the model does not allow for the same degree of hete
geneity as the FD implementation. Figure 4 reports
FD differences, calculated according to Eq.~2!, between
the complete and the simplified structure at different le
els of heterogeneity and bronchoconstriction.

With the above simplifications one has a system
>210,000 differential equations that are solvable in t
TD. It was also possible to include in the TD simulatio
model the effect of the chest wall impedance both at
tissue and at the intrathoracic airway level, as shown
Fig. 5. Note that gas compressibility at the alveolar le
is referred to atmospheric pressure while airway w
compliance is referred to pleural pressure. This choice
physiologically sound but raises the dimension of t
system to 270,000 differential equations. We, therefo
decided to split the influence of gas vs. wall complian
only at the acinar/alveolar level~where gas compressio
plays an important role! while leaving all the intratho-
racic airways with a single compliance connected
pleural pressure. The chest wall load was described w
a second-order viscoelastic tissue model using the
rameter values reported by D’Angeloet al.3

The patient–ventilator coupling has been described
as to mimic typical ICU-like conditions. Generation 3
of the model has been bypassed by an endotracheal
~ET! modeled according to Rohrer’s equation:

RET5K11K2uV̇u, ~12!

where the values ofK1 and K2 were chosen from pre
viously published data.4 Inspiratory flow is provided to
the lung model by a waveform generator, while the sy
chronizer switches, at prefixed times, between inspirat
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FIGURE 4. Absolute value of the difference „in percent … between the input impedance of the complete Horsfield structure and
the TD model. Different mean constriction „m… and heterogeneity „CV… levels are shown. Increasing heterogeneity levels are
represented from left to right panels.
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and expiration~which is passive!. The expiratory circuit
impedance is modeled as a nonlinear Rohrer resistan4

In this work we will focus only on airway opening an
acinar signals, however, pressure and flow are acces
in all nodes of the Horsfield model.

SIMULATION

To analyze the effect of different constriction patter
on the distribution of alveolar pressures and flows dur
mechanical ventilation~MV ! we simulated constant flow
ventilation with a delivered tidal volume (VT) of 0.6 l
~8.57 ml/kg for a 70 Kg subject!, an inspiratory time of
0.8 s, an end inspiratory pause of 0.4 s, and expira
time of 2.8 s ~corresponding to a breathing rate of 1
breaths/min!.

We have simulated the following patient conditions

• baseline, i.e., no constriction (m50%) and no hetero-
geneity (CV50%);

• medium constriction (m540%) and medium heteroge
neity (CV520%);

FIGURE 5. Scheme showing the pressure links of the TD
model. Note that all the intrathoracic airways are connected
to pleural pressure, while alveolar gas compressibility is
connected to atmospheric pressure.
.

e

• high constriction (m560%) and low heterogeneity
(CV510%);

• moderate constriction (m520%) and high heterogene
ity (CV540%).

For each of the four simulations airway opening press

(Pao), flow (V̇), tracheal pressure (Ptr), pleural pressure
(Ppl), and a large sample of acinar pressures and flo

(Paci,V̇aci) were recorded. Simulations were carried o
with SPICE,29 which solves the model differential equa
tions by employing a variable order trapezoidal meth
with a relative tolerance error of 0.1%. Data were sim
lated at 20 Hz sampling frequency. The respirato
cycles were analyzed after 20–40 breaths, i.e., after
the pressures in the airway tree have reached a peri
steady state. To achieve a faster integration converge
we employed a closure threshold rule that resulted i
complete closure of any airway constricted more th
90% of its baseline diameter.

Figure 6 shows the predicted input/output~I/O! sig-
nals ~mouth flow and tracheal pressure! for the various
constriction patterns. Figures 7–9 show the cumulat
distributions of normalized acinar tidal volumes, baseli
pressures, and peak alveolar pressures. We derived t
distributions from the analysis of a large sample of sim

lated V̇aci and Paci. In order to have a reliable picture o
pressure and flow distributions we have saved and p
cessed traces until the resulting distribution was not s
nificantly different from the previous one. Therefore, t
sample size used varied from 200 in the homogeneo
to 2000 in the extremely heterogeneous case.
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542 NUCCI et al.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Model Development

The FD comparison between the complete and s
plified models~Fig. 4! shows that our time-domain simu
lation model reproduces with reasonable accur
~>95%! the impedance spectra of the model proposed
Gillis and Lutchen7 over a bandwidth that encompass
the spectral content of the commonly adopted ventila
waveforms. This is particularly true if one matches t
results of Figs. 4 and 2, where the differences are
not to a structure reduction~number of terminal airways!
but to a component simplification. It is worth noting th

FIGURE 6. Simulated mouth flow „left panel … and tracheal
pressure „right panel … for different constriction and hetero-
geneity levels: baseline „solid …, moderate constriction with
high heterogeneity „dashed …, medium constriction with me-
dium heterogeneity „dash-dot …, and high constriction with
low heterogeneity „dotted ….

FIGURE 7. Cumulative distributions of the normalized acinar
tidal volumes. The four conditions shown correspond to the
constriction patterns of Fig. 6.
for each constriction level and for low–medium heter
geneity, the greater differences are found at higher
quencies~due to the inertance simplification! where the
frequency content of the flow signal is small and th
there is little contribution to the overall response of t
system. For a highly heterogeneous lung the error
creases at low frequency~2%–4%! due the simplifying
hypothesis that all the airways pertaining to a cert
acinus behave symmetrically. However, the normaliz
difference error remains acceptable~around 5%!.

The domain of validity of the mathematical model
necessarily limited. First, we modeled the airway tr
with linear elements to make our simulations more ma
ageable, even if both during spontaneous breathing

FIGURE 8. Cumulative distributions of baseline pressure at
the acinar level. The four conditions shown correspond to
the constriction patterns of Fig. 6.

FIGURE 9. Cumulative distributions of peak pressure at the
acinar level. The four conditions shown correspond to the
same constriction patterns of Fig. 6.
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543Alveolar Pressures during Mechanical Ventilation
mechanical ventilation this hypothesis is not true. S
ond, we did not include in our model the distensibility
the breathing circuit. This was done to make sure that
deliveredVT in the four simulated cases were equal~the
flow delivered by the ventilator would partition betwee
the patient and the tube compression compliance!.

Input/Output Behavior

The TD anatomically consistent model allowed us
simulate the time course of the I/O signals~Fig. 6! and
acinar dynamics during MV with different constrictio
and heterogeneity levels. Figure 6 shows how the v
coelastic properties of the respiratory system modu
the rate of passive expiration. The different expirato
flow patterns can be explained in the light of a first-ord
model of respiratory mechanics that, even if simplist
predicts the expiratory flow according to the formula

V̇e52
VT

t
e2t/t, ~13!

wheret is the respiratory system time constant, i.e., to
resistance over total elastance (RT /ET). In the four cases
analyzed, in line with the results of Lutchen and Gillis18

we have different respiratory system mechanics. A fa
homogeneous constriction results in a marked increas
RT at the breathing frequencies withET only slightly
augmented~this results in an increasedt!. In contrast,
during highly heterogeneous constriction, bothRT and
ET are much higher than the baseline, due to airw
closure, thus resulting in at value similar to the norma
case.

Comparison of the tracheal pressure traces confi
that constriction induces a marked increase in the t
load of the respiratory system. Note that the total pr
sure response to the square flow wave in them520%,
CV540% case is higher than in them540%, CV
520% one, indicating, in line with previous FD model
that heterogeneity amplifies the effects
constriction.17,18,28

Acinar/Alveolar Behavior

How does this I/O behavior reflect at the acinar lev
Figure 7 shows the cumulative distribution of acinarVT

normalized by the number of acini and the mouthVT

~for a homogeneous, symmetrical, and rigid model o
should expect a vertical line centered in 1!. In fact, the
baseline simulation yields a very narrow distributio
with all the acini lying in the 0.965–1.003 interval. Me
dium constriction and heterogeneity~dash-dot line!
yields a markedly broader volume distribution~ranging
from 0.06 to 1.5!; however, 80% of the acini is stil
distributed in a630% range of the baseline volume, th
l

overdistension appears unlikely. This is found also in
m560%, CV510% case~dotted line!. All the acinarVT

are in the 0.4–1.8 range~thus moved to higher volumes!,
but again, looking at the central 80% of acini, we ha
that they lay in the 0.7–1.3 range. This shows ho
constrictionper seamplifies the effect of heterogeneit
on volume distribution at the acinar level given that t
m540%, CV520% and m560%, CV510% cases
yield pretty similar distributions. Increasing the level
heterogeneity and allowing some airways to close, e
like in the highly heterogeneous constriction~m520%,
CV540%!, leads to dramatic changes in the volum
distribution with 20% of acinar units receiving less tha
10% of the baseline volume~12.5% were nonventilated!
and 30% receiving at least 50% more volume than in
healthy case~this results in an increased risk of vo
lutrauma at each ventilator cycle!.

Baseline pressure distributions~Fig. 8! are a measure
of dynamic PEEPi

23 @i.e., the raise of end expirator
pressure above functional residual capacity~FRC!# due
to changes in respiratory mechanics. In fact, with t
simulated ventilator settings~low VT and extended expi-
ratory time! we have very low baseline pressur
(0.02– 0.03 cm H2O) in the unconstricted case. Them
540%, CV520% simulation yields an increase in bas
line pressure with 80% acini in the rang
0.2– 0.62 cm H2O with highest values of abou
2 cm H2O. The high-constriction–low-heterogeneity ca
displays a baseline pressure distribution that is shif
towards higher values ranging from 1.3 to 3.75 cm H2O
~80% of acini are in the 1.75– 2.92 cm H2O order! due to
the remarkable decrease in the respiratory system t
constant. Heterogeneous constriction affects marke
the baseline pressure distribution, yielding a consist
portion ~30%! of healthy units whose dynamic PEEPi is
lower than 0.12 cm H2O, together with 20% of the units
displaying a baseline pressure level higher th
2.55 cm H2O. Note that the more hyperinflated acin
units are those connected to a high impedance airw
path ~thus receiving a low volume! and that the nonven
tilated acini have a pressure trace that is constant
equal to the mean acinar pressure~4.45 cm H2O in this
case!. Indeed, by looking at the peak pressure distrib
tions ~Fig. 9! one observes that 30% of peak acin
pressure in them520%, CV540% case are lower tha
8.31 cm H2O, while the peak pressure of the healthy ca
are distributed between 9.9 and 10.35 cm H2O. More-
over, we found that in the highly heterogeneous ca
15% of respiratory units receive a peak pressure 5
higher than them50%, CV50% case~suggesting an
increased risk of barotrauma!. The m560%, CV510%
constriction pattern produced a significant increase in
peak pressure in all the acini~80% acini are in the range
11.26– 14.37 cm H2O!, but our simulations indicate tha
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544 NUCCI et al.
only 3% of the units are receiving a peak pressure 5
higher than baseline.

Note that all the stochastic distributions of Figs. 7
are non-Gaussian, albeit have been generated f
Gaussian constriction patterns: in fact, flow/pressure
tributions depend from the airways impedance arran
ment that is a complex nonlinear function of the no
mally distributed radii. Moreover, in the severe
heterogeneous constriction there is a consistent num
of nonventilated acini, all behaving symmetrically, th
add further nonlinearities in the distributions.

In conclusion, we have developed an anatomica
based model to quantitatively analyze flow and press
alveolar dynamics in mechanically ventilated patien
The TD approach was a necessity to obtain acinar p
sure distribution and to account for the time variance
the mechanical ventilator–patient interaction. The T
implementation of the Horsfield structure required
careful simplification in order to find a suitable compr
mise between including in the model as much anatom
details as possible and allowing a feasible compu
implementation. This solution enabled us to perfo
simulations of conventional mechanical ventilation, a
thus to evaluate the impact of different constriction p
terns on the flow/pressure distributions at the aci
level. We found that heterogeneity of bronchoconstrict
rather than mean constriction level, plays a major role
determining the impairment of pressure and volume d
tribution at the acinar level. In addition, a severe hete
geneous constriction can markedly increase the risk
ventilator-induced lung injuries ~barotrauma–
volutrauma!.

Thus, this anatomically detailed model candidates a
reliable tool to analyze flow and pressure distribution
the airway tree both in spontaneous breathing and
mechanical ventilation.
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